Staff in air

In the

th Round of the Crown List, here do meet in honorable combat,
and

Drop staff to
ground

.

My lords (Good gentles), salute you the Crown.
Salute you the one whose favor you bear.
Wait for the fighter to finish salute, which may be fairly complex.

Salute you each your worthy opponent.
On your honor and for the Crown of the West, LAY ON!
This turns the fight over to the marshals. Back away to the edge of the eric until summoned.
Wait until the marshal in charge indicates who won, then mark your cards.

Staff in air

Victory to
Will
Will

.
and
and

arm and report to Field
.
arm and stand ready for Field

.

Wait for the fighters to reach the field AND for the marshal to tell you to begin, then repeat from top.

Flag etiquette

* When you are ready to shout, raise your staff to your shoulder and look around the
field to see who else is in line for air time.
* If someone else is shouting, raise your staff horizontally over your head pointing at
that person to indicate you are next.
* If there is already someone in this position, point your staff to the person next up the
waiting line from you to indicate you will follow them.
* When your turn comes, raise your staff in the air vertically and begin your litany.
* Drop your staff to the ground immediately after you have finished the raised voice
portion of your litany.
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“bold type” means full voice (shout), “regular type” means conversational voice (local only)
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